
22. GLORY WITHOUT POWER

(Hungarian history from 1849 to 1914)

Passive resistance and compromise

Though Hungary’s dictator, general Haynau, was dismissed in 1850, after a year of his reign of

terror, the Viennese administration proceeded with its plans for a total absorption of Hungary into the

Austrian Empire. The entire country was divided into districts administered directly from Vienna. This

arrangement, aimed at the forced assimilation of the Magyars, angered the nationalities as well, as they

lost even the limited cultural freedom they had enjoyed under Hungarian rule, against which they had so

enthusiastically helped the Austrians.

Only a few of the 1848-49 political leaders dared to remain active in Hungary. The most eminent

of these was the moderate and wise Francis Deak, minister in the first 1848 government. Helped by the

leading writers and intellectuals of the nation, Deak urged the Magyars to fight for their freedom by

peaceful, passive resistance.

Thus the Viennese regime had to face the mounting dissatisfaction of the nationalities, the

passive resistance of the Magyars and soon also the impact of disastrous military and political events in

other parts of the empire. The successful uprising led by Garibaldi lost Italy for the Habsburgs. In order to

appease the Hungarians, Vienna offered some concessions, but Deak and the other leaders insisted on

complete acceptance of the 1848 April constitution (cf. chapter 20). When the short Austrian-Prussian war

ended in disaster for Austria (1866), Vienna realised that the empire could not survive without the

Hungarians’ co-operation. In 1867 the Emperor, Francis Joseph, accepted the entire I 848 April

constitution and appointed a second responsible ministry under count Gyula Andrassy. Francis Joseph I

and the Empress, Elizabeth were then solemnly crowned in Buda as King and Queen of Hungary.

The 1867 agreement of reconciliation between Austria and Hungary, called Compromise

(“Kiegyezes”), re-established the dual state structure (cf. chapter 20).  The sovereign states, Austria and

Hungary, ruled by one hereditary Habsburg monarch, were to share three “common” departments:

Foreign Affairs, Finance and Defence, but both states had their own defence forces (national guard) as

well as a “common” army.

Lajos Kossuth and the emigration

After the collapse of the freedom struggle, Kossuth sought refuge abroad, accompanied by

several political and military leaders. After a short stay in Turkey, he was invited to the United States by

the government of that country. An American warship brought Kossuth and his fellow-refugees first to

Britain, where he captivated his listeners with his English oratory. (He had learnt English in his Austrian

prison). After a triumphal welcome in New York, the Hungarian statesman was invited to address a

session of the U.S. House of Representatives (an honour only granted to one other foreign statesman,



Winston Churchill). During his stay in America as the “nation’s guest” he delivered several hundred

speeches in English.  Thus he managed to make the fate, of his nation known to the western world.

Returning from the U.S., Kossuth lived in England, watching the European political scene and

hoping that an opportunity would arise to launch another campaign for his country’s freedom. During

these years he managed to gain world—wide sympathy for the oppressed Hungarian nation. General

Klapka organised “Hungarian Legions” in Italy and during the Prussian-Austrian war a Hungarian legion

was actively engaged against the Austrians. Though there were no real prospects of a revolution in

Hungary, or of an armed intervention, the constant pressure of European and American public opinion

maintained against Austrian oppression, and fomented by Kossuth’s activities, remained a real threat to

Francis Joseph’s shaky empire and became a deciding factor in hastening the Austrian acquiescence.

After the Compromise — which he refused to accept —Kossuth withdrew from international

politics. He objected to the Compromise because he believed that Hungary, tied to a doomed Austria

which was led by ultra-conservative politicians, would eventually suffer the same fate: annihilation. This



prophecy turned out to be tragically true. It was Austria’s bumbling diplomacy, which brought forth the

War of 1914, causing Austria’s and with it Hungary’s — downfall.

The elderly Kossuth retired in Torino, Italy. In his writings he advocated the formation of a

“Danubian Federation”, a confederation of Central European nations from Poland to Greece, forming a

block of united states between Russia and Germany These suggestions of the great political philosopher

are wishfully remembered today as the only solution that could have prevented the horrors of two world

wars.

Kossuth died in Torino, Italy, in 1894. Only then was allowed to return to the country of his birth.

His remains were brought to Budapest and laid to rest there.

The Liberal governments

Prime Minister Andrassy resigned in 1871 to become the Monarchy’s Foreign Minister.

Eventually, count Kalman Tisza formed the so-called “Liberal Party” which was to govern Hungary for the

next 40 years. Tisza himself remained Prime Minister from 1875 to 1890.

The shortcomings of the Compromise all but nullified the concept of equality between Austria and

Hungary. The important “common” portfolios of Foreign Affairs, Finance and Defence were managed

almost entirely by the Emperor’s Austrian advisors and the ministers were Austrians most of the time.

Soon, under Kossuth’s influence a number of Hungarian politicians began to feel dissatisfied with the

1867 Compromise. The representatives opposed to the spirit of 1867 called their group the “Indepen-

dence Party”. The members of this Parliamentary opposition presented a more or less emotional attitude

toward the Compromise but their views on social and cultural matters differed little from those of the

government. There was no party with a radical social program in the Hungarian Parliament during the last

decades of the XIXth century.

The subsequent Liberal governments were headed by such Prime Ministers as the able

economist Sandor Wekerle (1892-1895), the efficient administrator Kalman Szell (1899-1903) and the

energetic count Jstv’n Tisza (1903—1905).

It was during this period, in 1896, that the nation celebrated the millenary of the occupation of the

Carpathian basin by the Magyars of Arpad. The Hungarians celebrated their “Millenium” with great pomp

and flourish, contemplating their glorious history, cultural, artistic and technical achievements with

justifiable pride, but in their complacent euphoria they ignored the signs of the gathering storm which was

to destroy their thousand-year-old kingdom in little more than two decades.

The problems of the “millenary” era

Three factors had contributed to the social problems of these decades in Hungary: the general

European social atmosphere which caused upheavals in almost every country, the conservatism and

complacency of the Hungarian ruling classes and the deficiencies of the Compromise.



The ‘Compromise had allotted to Hungary the role of agricultural provider, while Austria, with her

industries (well established during Hungary’s ‘lost” XVlllth century), was to be the prosperous, industrial

partner. As there were no tariff frontiers between the two states, Austrian industry had first claim on the

cheap Hungarian produce, including Hungary’s considerable mineral wealth. The fledgling Hungarian

secondary industry had the unenviable task of competing against the efficient Austrian factories. The

ineptly managed, often foreign owned, unprofitable Hungarian industries could not assure decent living

standards to their workers and soon created discontent among the urban proletariat. Besides, the raw

materials and power sources were situated in the mountainous areas of Hungary, which were inhabited

mainly by the national minorities. Thus the modest benefits of mining and industrial exploitation affected

mostly the non-Magyar population. The Hungarian landed aristocracy made matters worse by preterring

the gentlemanly comforts of their old-fashioned estates to the challenges of modern industrial ventures.

Similarly, the poor Magyar peasants preferred the poverty of their ancestral villages to the uncertain

prospects offered by the slowly developing urban industrial centres. The small landowners — the former

lower nobility — were practically ruined by the cheap food prices and their inefficient production methods.

So they flocked to the cities to increase the rapidly growing army of public servants — the only occupation

worthy of a gentleman. Trade, commerce and the free professions were left to the Germans and Jews.

The ruined peasants and the urban workers, dissatisfied with their conditions, found the solution

for their problems in emigration. Between 1890 and 1914 more than a million Magyars and other

nationalities left Hungary for the haven of America. Like these social problems, the problems of the

national minorities were largely ignored by the governments and leaders of the “millenary era”. At the

1910 census, Hungary proper (without Croatia) had a population of about 18 million. 60% of these —

about 11 million — were Magyars, the rest —7 million —. “minorities”: Slovaks, Serbs, Rumanians,

Germans and others. The ‘Nationalities Law” of 1868 granted equal rights to all citizens of Hungary,

irrespective of nationality or religion. The official language of the central administration was Hungarian but

the lower echelons (counties, municipalities, shires) accepted the use of the language of the national

minorities of that area. Denominational schools were allowed to use the language of the supporting

nationality. This meant practically unlimited primary and secondary education in the minority languages

as in 1868 almost all such schools were denominational.

No European country gave more rights to its minorities at that time. Neither were the social

conditions of the minorities harsher than those of the Magyars. In fact the number of landless Hungarian

peasants was equal to the totai number of the Rumanian and Serbian minorities.

Thus the disagreements between Hungarians and the nationalities were not caused by legal,

social or economic discrimination but solely by external political interference. After gaining their

independence from the Turkish empire, Serbia (independent since 1844) and Rumania (independent

since 1866) embarked upon an imperialistic policy of their own: both states made every effort to acquire

the territories of Hungary inhabited (partly) by their fellow nationals who had migrated there in the



previous centuries. To promote their aspirations, both states incited their brothers in Hungary to fight for

their independence. On external instigation, the Serbs and Rumanians of Hungary protested against the

dual Austrian-Magyar state-structure, demanded equal participation, rejected the equitable  1868

Nationalities Law and refused to co-operate with the Hungarian government in every way. Soon the

Czechs — who were then still Austrian subjects without territorial autonomy — began to instigate the

Slovaks of Northern Hungary in preparation of their planned “Czecho-Slovak” state.

The Hungarian leadership failed to see the master design behind this discontent and attributed it to the

impetuosity of individual extremists. Sporadic emotional reactions by Magyar politician were of no help:

they only provided more ammunition for the well-planned Rumanian-Serb-Czech campaigns.

The road to World War I

The heir to the Habsburg throne, Archduke Francis Ferdinand (successor to Crown Prince

Rudolf, who died in 1889) took an active part in internal and external politics. He disapproved of the

Hungarians’ “equal” role in the Monarchy and planned to re-establish a XVIIth century type of absolutistic,

centralistic empire. In order to neutralise the Magyar influence he favoured the Slavs, especially the

Czechs.

When in 1905 the Hungarian opposition, led by Kossuth’s son, Ferenc, toppled the Budapest

government, Francis Joseph refused to appoint a Kossuth government. After a period of internal

wrangling a coalition government was eventually formed under the former Liberal Premier, Sandor

Wekerle. This coalition government was unable to carry out the promised reforms in the face of stiff

Viennese resistance, inspired by the Magyar-hating Crown Prince. The government resigned and at the

1910 election the Liberal Party regained its absolute majority and formed a new government. At this

election smaller opposition parties with radical social and cultural programmes began to appear on the

Hungarian political scene. Some of these were the Catholic People’s Party (Christian Democrats), the

Social Democrats, the Peasant Party and the Radical Party.

The foreign policy of the Monarchy was influenced by heavy-handed Austrian politicians and

generals, who ignored the signs of the Monarchy’s decline and kept dreaming about a great Austrian

Empire. In 1908 they decided to annex the provinces of Bosnia and Herczegovina, freed from the Turks.

The Budapest Parliament protested against the annexation of the entirely Slav-populated territories.

The Balkan wars of 1912-1913 seemed to foreshadow the end of the long period of peace in the

area, but only count lstvan Tisza, Prime Minister (for the second time) since 1913, heeded the warning.

He wrested from the Parliament a much-needed defence appropriation and used stern methods to end

the sterile obstruction of the opposition in order to introduce progressive legislation. It was too late: the

modernisation of the antiquated Hungarian defence forces and of the archaic electoral laws had hardly

begun when the storm broke . .

On June 28, 1914, the Crown Prince, Francis Ferdinand and his wife were assassinated in the capital of



recently annexed Bosnia by a member of a Serbian secret society.

The balance of the “millenary” era

The unsolved social and minority questions were the main items on the debit side. Austrian

pressure and foreign agitation, though real, do not entirely excuse the Hungarian leaders’ indifference to

these problems. Their complacent self-deception made them avoid unpleasant questions — an attitude

which, incidentally, complied entirely with the European code of behaviour in the Victorian era.



To this splendid indifference the Hungarians added their own brand of ‘patriotic isolationism.” Not

having any influence on the foreign policy of the Monarchy, the Magyars practically ceased to be

interested in the important events outside their frontiers. The false adage: “Extra Hungarian non est vita."

(“Outside Hungary there is no life…") became the motto of the conceited leadership of this apparently

prosperous nation. No wonder that the rest of the world ignored the real Hungary. The image of the

Magyar — a mixture of a Gypsy and a Hussar — with his fateful penchant for wine, women and song,

was spread by globetrotting, free-spending aristocrats, operetta-composers and prodigal noblemen of the

Budapest cafes.

Yet there was a credit side too: the cumulative achievements of the many talented, industrious

and inconspicuous creators among the day-dreamers. In spite of the difficulties and indifference, national

culture, economy and technology were enriched to an unbelievable extent even though the casual

observer rarely noticed real progress behind the ostentatious glamour of Budapest.

The progressive Minister of Education, Jozsef Eotvos, introduced the 1868 Education Law which

made schooling compulsory for all children to the age of 12. Only several years later did England and

France introduce similar laws. Five universities, many colleges and countless secondary and primary

schools were established. Opera houses, theatres, great public buildings were built in cities and towns.

The first underground railway system on the Continent was opened in Budapest in 1896. The

country’s railway network was enlarged six-fold in fifty years, with several lines electrified.

By 1896 Budapest and the larger towns had complete sewerage: water, electricity, gas and public

transport systems.

Around 1905 Austrian opposition to Hungarian industry weakened and secondary industries

experienced a rather belated prosperity. Electricity became the main power-source. Industries connected

with agriculture (milling, sugar-refining etc.) developed by leaps and bounds.

Science and technology, though handicapped by the depressed conditions of manufacturing

industry in the XVIIIth and XIXth centuries, produced such eminent scientists as the two Bolyais: Farkas

(1775-1856) and his son, Janos (1802-1860), remembered for their contributions to the theory of integral

calculus and. absolute geometry respectively. Lorand Eotvos enriched Physics and Geology with several

inventions, such as the torsion pendulum used in gravity measurements.

Technological inventions were more difficult to test, manufacture and market during these two

centuries. Thus Janos Irinyi, a student of chemistry, made the first phosphorus match in 1836 but sold it

to a manufacturer for a pittance. Anyos Jedlik constructed the world’s first electro-magnetic motor in 1828

(long before Siemens) but he had neither the m9ney nor the ambition to patent it (he was a Benedictine

monk)

The obstetric physician, Ignac Semmelweis (1818-1865) discovered — years before Pasteur —

bacterial infection, the cause of puerperal fever.



At the end of the century, the sudden upsurge in industry helped to create a number of useful

inventions, such as the phase-alternating electric locomotive of Kalman Kando and the petrol carburettor

invented by D. Banki and J. Csonka. Tivadar Puskas developed the principle of telephone exchange and

invented an interesting predecessor to radio broadcasting, called the telephonograph.

 The “Jewish question”

This sudden economic growth caused certain intrinsic problems. The Magyar middle-classes

were neither willing nor prepared to participate in industrial and commercial activities. Their place was

taken, in many instances, by newcomers, mainly Jewish immigrants. Hungarian hospitality had welcomed

refugee Jews ever since the Middle Ages. These early immigrants had adapted themselves to the

Hungarian civilisation and way of life and had become well-integrated citizens of the country. Jews took

an active and loyal part in Hungarian freedom struggles, especially during the 1848-49 war. Now

however, a large number of Jewish refugees began to flee from Russia through the Austrian province of

Galicia to Hungary. In little more than a century their numbers in Hungary increased twelve-fold: in 1910

Jews represented 5% of the total populafion (1 million). These recent arrivals, speaking a tongue foreign

to everybody in Hungary (Jiddish), and preserving their unusual eastern mode of living, rituals and ghetto-

born secretiveness, constituted a homogeneous ethnic group unwilling and unable to assimilate.



For the first time in history the Hungarians felt antagonistic to the Jews, especially when they

noted that the newcomers were taking over finance, commerce and the free professions (medicine,

journalism). The expressions of this antagonism —though only verbal — angered the young Jewish

intelligentsia, which reacted by seeking satisfaction in radical and revolutionary activities, especially

toward the end of the War years, while avoiding military service or finding secure employment behind the

lines. The leaders of the Marxist-Communist movements at the end of the War (1919) were almost

exclusively Jewish.



23. LOVE, LIFE AND LIBERTY

(Hungarian literature between 1848 and 1910)

Sandor Petofl

He was born in 1823 in a village of the Great Plain of peasant parents. A talented but restless

student, he did no complete his studies. Instead he led a rather bohemian existence for a while. Finally he

found his true vocation in writing and settled in Pest, working as the contributor and editor of various

publications. On the 15th of March 1848 he became the leader of the bloodless uprising in Pest and his

poem, “Arise Magyars!” became the battle hymn of the freedom struggle. At the outbreak of the hostilities

he joined the national army and became the aide of general Bern whom he worshipped. He married Julia

Szendrey, the inspiration of his love poems. At the end of the freedom war, Petofi died on the battlefield

at the age of 26, in 1849.

His poem, “At the End of September", written to his young bride on their honeymoon, quoted in

chapter 7 and in the Appendix, illustrates Petofi’s art which, for lack of a better term, we call classical. His

language is characterised by its beautiful simplicity and the ability to say the right word at the right place.

He expresses his thoughts in meaningful, short sentences and pictures of nature without any romantic

symbolism. He manages to maintain a disciplined harmony between his soaring, romantic imagination

and strict, classic rhythm, rhyme and metre. The picture of the autumn landscape evokes thoughts about

the passing of time, described in the first line of the second strophe in one of the most beautiful sentences

in Hungarian literature. The poet’s reflections on death and love in the second strophe are devoid of

sentimentality and his own protestations of eternal love in the third strophe are not marred by

unnecessary pathos.

His love poelry, inspired by his wife, reveals his sincere, almost puritanical morality: deep

sensitivity without needless sentimentality.

A true son of the people, he speaks their simple language without affectation. He describes

village and peasant life in his idyllic poems with their sad and humorous episodes; in the manner of the

folk poet. His smooth rhythm and language could easily be set to music and many of his poems became

popular song.

He loves his Great Plain, his native soil, its unlimited horizons and thoughtful silences. His elegiac

praises of the land are intertwined with thoughts of love and patriotism.

His dominant emotion was his love of freedom. His moving credo has been translated into more

than one hundred languages:



“Liberty and love

These two I must have.

For my love I’ll sacrifice

My life.

For liberty I’ll sacrifice

My love.”

(transl. by 0. F. Cushing)

He identifies his personal freedom with the nation’s struggle for its freedom and beyond it he

dreams of a romantic—humanistic freedom for all mankind. Love for his nation carries him to the

extremes of exuberance and dejection. In one of his his poems he describes, in a sombre vision, his own

manner of heroic death.

Even his narrative poetry shows his lyric qualities. His descriptions of the fairy-tale adventures of

“John the Hero”, an epic folktale, have the quality of the popular tale told on winter evenings in the village

spinnery.

It may be interesting to know that a word—count made of Petofi’s vocabulary shows that his most

frequently used noun was “man” and that his favourite adjective was “good”. This good, great humanist

rightfully occupies a place of honour in the hearts of all Magyars.



Janos Arany

The son of an impoverished noble, Arany was born in 1817 in a little town of the Great Plain. His

father taught him Hungarian and Latin writing and the elements of their Protestant faith. Eventually, the

talented boy completed his education at the Debrecen Reformed College and returned to his birthplace,

where he worked as the village teacher until the 1848 war. He served in the national army (as a simple

soldier) and had to hide for a while after 1849. Amnestied, he became a secondary teacher in another



Great Plain town, then settled in Budapest where he became the Secretary of the Academy and the

foremost man of letters of his time. He died in 1882.

He knew the soul, the language and the folklore of his peasant people. He collected folksongs

and tales and even wrote poems in the vein of a folk song. He also studied foreign literature of folkish

inspiration, reading and translating widely.

His inspiration stemmed from his understanding of the Magyar people and his epic style suggests

the calm wisdom of the Plain and the millenia—old humanistic realism of its hardy people.

His first masterpiece, “Toldi” (1846), an epic of classical popular realism, earned him national

recognition and Petofi’s friendship. This folk-tale in verse is based on local legends and medieval

chronicles and tells the adventures of a popular Magyar hero in the XIVth century. Arany’s hero is a

typical Magyar with all the characteristics of the people. This work of great human value has never been

translated: its rich Magyar language defies translation. The second and third parts of the epic (“Toldi’s

Love” and “Toldi’s Eve”) are reminiscent of a medieval romance and had less attraction for Arany’s

readers.

After 1849 Arany found the form of expression of which he eventually became the greatest

representative in the Hungarian language: the ballad. He was first inspired by the Transylvanian and

Scottish ballads — and he was the first to note the remarkable affinity between these two. Each ballad is

a little drama written in concise style and with a deep understanding of the workings of the human mind.

There is little background description, the action is told in a dialogue. Most of the ballads are tales of

crime and punishment. The crime is instigated by the powerful human passions of hate or love, and the

punishment is meted out by the criminal’s own conscience: it is usually madness.

Of Arany’s early ballads, the gothic horror—tale "Bor the Hero" deserves closer attention. Its

universal theme makes it fairly translatable. The allegoric ballad “The Bards of Wales” was written in

1857. Francis Joseph, the Emperor, was visiting defeated Hungary and Hungarian poets were asked to

write at ode in his praise. Arany answered with this symbolic ballad based on a dubious historical event,

the revenge of King Edward I against the bards of Wales who refused to sing his praise in Arany’s ballad

the cruel king receives the usual punishment the song of the martyred bards drives him to madness.

Arany’s later ballads are based on themes from Magyar peasant and urban life, such as the

“Corn—husking” and “Red Rebek”, most of them untranslatable because of their compact racy language.

Many short descriptive poems share the fate of the ballads: the “Family Circle”, an idyllic description of

peasant family evemng has not yet found its translator.



Toward the end of the oppression period, Arany turned to Hungarian history for his own and his

readers’ inspiration The “Death of Buda”, a magnificent epic, is the first part of trilogy which was to

contain a cycle of Magyar legends and myths in it, Arany tells the popular myth of the Hungarians and

Huns’ common origin in the tone of a medieval minstrel Unfortunately, he never completed the trilogy.

Whilst essentially an epic poet, Arany did create in his old age meditative lyric poetry of

considerable charm. These poems are mostly reminiscences and melancholic reflections interspersed

with wisdom, humour and often resignation, as in the elegy "I lay the Lute down”. Arany was very reticent



about his patriotism his deep love of his people and country remained bidden it his allegories and tales

most of the time.

Arany, still a favourite of Hungarians, deserves to be better known abroad.

Some poets of the oppression period

Imre Madach (1823—1864) found ample emotional inspiration for his great drama in his own,

tragic life. Born and educated in northern Hungary, he suffered persecution and prison for his participation

in the freedom struggle. During hi’ imprisonment his wife became unfaithful to him. Madach divorced her,

but never ceased to love her: she was the only woman in his life. He lived under tragic family

circumstances and died soon after the completion of his great opus: the drama “Tragedy of Man” (1860).

In this Faustian tableau of the fate of mankind Adam and Eve are guided by Lucifer through

various phases of human history. The Devil shows the successive frustrations of their descendants to the

ancestors of mankind.  The final scene, however, ends with a message of hope: God’s last words to

Adam are: “Man — strive and have faith, unfaltering faith..." The message of the drama is Madach’s

“pessimistic idealism”: though often futile, human endeavours are rewarded by the very satisfaction of

one’s own courage and faith. Madach presents the main characters with perfect modern psychology.

Adam is the naive idealist who is easily discouraged and Eve is the “eternal woman” who lifts his spirits

with her inflexible faith and love.

Mihaly Tompa’s poetry (1817—1868) is characterised by emotional melancholy and an interest in

folk poetry. His elegies, written in his upper—Hungarian village (he was a Protestant pastor), reflect the

pessimism and moral preoccupations of his times but they present some pleasing tableaus of rustic

landscape and stoic philosophy.

Janos Vajda  (1827—1897), the lonely, sad poet of memories and forest tableaus, and Gyula

Reviczky (1855—1889), the gentle bard of the lonely city—dwellers, illustrate the mood of the Hungarian

poets after the Compromise. They did not share the optimism of the politicians and their dissonant

melancholy made them unpopular in the prevailing atmosphere of self—deluding happiness.

Mor Jokai

The most popular novelist of the era, Jokai was a Trans-danubian by birth (in 1825) and

temperament. Though connected with Petofl’s circle in 1848, he became more moderate during 1849 and

so received an amnesty after the failure of the freedom struggle. Soon he began to publish his novels and

short stories and in 56 years of literary activity had over one— hundred volumes published. He died in

1904. He is still the most popular novelist in Hungary and is wellknown abroad in many translations.

Jokai’s first historical novels, written during the oppression, describe imaginary events in Hungary

during the Turkish occupation. He disregards the historical truth and changes the Turks and Hungarians



into heroes and villains (the villains are often Hungarians, the heroes often Turks), painting a fantasy

world of “Goodies” and “Baddies” whose main concern is personal pride and honour, not the country’s

plight. After the Compromise he turned to the more recent period of the Freedom War with his “The

Baron’s Sons”. One of the finest prose epics of Hungarian literature, this novel of romance and realism

describes the great war through the fate of one aristocratic family. Jokai’s historical—social novels of the

Reform Age (early XIXth century) present well—documented and accurate pictures of the Magyar society

of that era. The “New Landowner” is a thoughtful work describing, with surprisingly deep psychology, the

assimilation of an Austrian estate owner settled in Hungary after 1849.

Jokai’s most popular social novel, the “Dark Diamonds”, suggests easy solutions to the social

problems of the working class (miners) who are redeemed by the joint efforts of the patriotic

scientist—hero (the owner of the mine) and the beautiful, chaste and brilliant daughter of a miner. The

two transform a mining village into a Utopian community where everybody lives happily ever after —

including the two heroes. A commendable soiution to labour—management disputes.

“The Man with the Golden Touch” is a more realistic picture of the cruel world of finance, which is

conquered by a hero with the Midas touch and the Magyar peasant’s common sense.

The hundreds of short stories and novelettes written by Jokai were the favourite intellectual diet of

the Sunday-paper reading bourgeoisie, offering relaxing, uncomplicated, pleasant entertainment without

any cumbersome messages.

Jokai’s topics include the complete range of human experience (and a few inhuman ones), all

possible periods of history (and some impossible ones), all known corners of the world (and a few known

to Jokai only), but only two emotions: love and hate. He describes history not as it was but as it should

have been, human relationships as they might have been and science as it could have been.

He has to be read with a grain of salt and a liking of the unlikely, a wish to get away from it all. . .

He has tales to tell — hundreds of them — and he tells them with humour and a twinkle in his eye. He

must have enjoyed writing them just as we enjoy reading them today. He does not preach, does not teach

— he entertains.

They call him the “greatest Hungarian teller of tales.” In a nation in which every second man is a

politician, this is real praise.

KaIman Mikszath

In many respects Mikszath was the opposite of Jokai. Born (in 1847) of a poor bourgeois family of

northern Hungary, he moved in the circles of the lower middle—class country folk. Eventually he settled in

Budapest as a writer (and part—time politician, like Jokai, but then who was not a politician in those

days?) He died in 1910.



Mikszath is a realist. His humour always has the touch of cynicism and his view of society is

usually expressed in the form of a satire. His characters are not heroes, but complex personalities with

virtues as well as vices. He began his literary career as a writer of short stories, such as the collections

“Slovak Kinfolk” and the “Good Paloc”, in which he describes the simple peasants of the North:

Hungarians and Slovaks and their peaceful co—existence. Mikszath also discovered the world of children

—whom Jokai ignored. From his children’s stories arose his popular novel “The Two Mendicant

Students”, one of the all—time favourites of Hungarian youngsters.

Mikszath tackled the problems of simple people in his novels and novelettes. “Saint Peter’s

Umbrella” is a delightful mixture of legend, fairy tale and social satire: the story of a successful search for

happiness. The short novel, “Magic Kaftan”, describes with historical and psychological accuracy the life

of a Magyar town under Turkish rule, “The Case of the Noszty Boy” is a social satire, a fine and instructive

picture of early XXth century Hungarian society: it concerns the conflict of a conceited but penniless

nobleman who wants to marry the daughter of a rich bourgeois. The historical—psychological novel, “The

Black City”, is based on a true incident of the XVIIth century: the tragic conflict between an aristocratic

county sheriff and a bourgeois town mayor, ending in the death of the one and the unhappiness of the

other. Both sides are represented by personalities who possess an equal number of virtues and

weaknesses.

Mikszath looks at his characters with compassion and understanding, though he criticises their

actions, as in the short story “Gentry” in which he describes the hypocritical vanity of the impoverished

country—nobility of northern Hungary.

His narrow choices of local Hungarian themes and his witty, racy language, made it very hard to

translate his works.

The novelist and playwright Ferenc Herczeg (1863—1954), a defender of aristocratic values, was

the favourite author of the upper middle—class urban society of Hungary before and after World War I.

He depicted the Hungarian “high society” in pleasant, flattering tableaus with just a touch of satirical

humour  without serious criticism.

His many dramas and comedies have pleased thousands of theatre—goers with their ingenious

plots, humour and technical perfection. His historic dramas revolve around conflicts of well— defined

personalities. (“Byzantium”, “Ladislas the Orphan King” and “The Bridge”). His comedies do not analyse,

criticise or satirise: their sole aim is to entertain (The “Gyurkovics Family” cycle). His social novels and

short stories were the best—sellers of the “happy years” before the War and they brought back nostalgic

memories to the readers of the difficult post-war years. His historic novels (“Pagans”, “The Gate of Life”)

present clear, credible characterisations and colourful background tableaus, sometimes at the expense of

the historic truth.



24. HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY

(Hungarian music from Liszt to Kodaly)

Ferenc (Franz) Liszt

The life of this eccentric genius was as colourful as his music. Born in western Hungary (1811),

he studied in Vienna and Paris. He became a concert pianist at the age of nine and in his teens became

known in most European countries as an exceptional prodigy, the “Paganini of the piano”. He then spent

five years in Switzerland with his first mistress, a French countess, who bore him three children (one of

them, Cosima, married Wagner)

During his frequent visits to the country of his birth Liszt became acquainted with the gypsy

interpretation of Hungarian folk music. These popular melodies inspired his well-known “Hungarian

Rhapsodies”. He lived in the art-loving German principality, Weimar, for 15 years with his second

mistress, a German princess. He became the official conductor of the court, the supreme musical

authority, arbiter and critic, and the musical promoter of such young composers as Wagner, Berlioz and

Weber.

In 1861 Liszt broke with his previous life style and had himself admitted to the Franciscan order.

Ordained a Catholic priest, he gave up all worldly interests, except his music. Dividing his time between

Budapest and Weimar, he helped to promote musical education in Hungary by founding the Academy of

Music in Budapest of which he became the first president and professor. He died in 1886.

Liszt began his career as a piano virtuoso. His first compositions were little more than piano-

arrangements of well-known works. He began to produce original compositions during his travels in the

forties: his “Preludes” and “Symphonic Poems” (a musical form of his own creation) show romantic

inspiration but he soon began to experiment with novel harmonies. His 15 “Hungarian Rhapsodies” also

present a romantic interpretation of his country’s music. Though he failed to separate the genuine folk-

music elements from the gypsy and urban ornamentation, the technical perfection, vivacity and flexibility

of these compositions made them the most popular expression of “folkish” Hungarian music (especially

the “Second Rhapsody’ — probably the best known Hungarian composition abroad) The last period of his

activity — his musical maturity —produced novel harmonic and thematic structures, free from romantic

influence. Many creations of this period herald a musical approach akin to twentieth-century modern

music (Bartok). Liszt’s Hungarian themes — frequent in this period —discover the true folk-music

interpretation, free from gypsy ornamentation or ballroom impressions. His great symphonic poem

“Hungaria”, composed in 1856 expresses Liszt’s own visionary interpretation of true Magyar music, his

Magyar patriotism and European humanism. The cycles called “Years of Pilgrimage’ (especially the



“Faust” and “Dante” symphonies) represent harmonies and musical concepts far ahead of his period -

they are probably his greatest creations.

Liszt composed his “Coronation Mass” for the coronation of Francis Joseph and Elizabeth in

Buda in 1867. Its somewhat melancholic, modern Hungarian music was little appreciated by Liszt’s

contemporaries. His “Oratoria” show his relgious inspiration: best known are the “Legend of Saint

Elizabeth of Hungary’ and the “Christus” oratorium. The “Csardas Macabre”    one of his last compositions

— is a hauntingly beautiful mixture of Magyar tunes inspired by Liszt’s preoccupation with death.

Romantic and popular music

The Hungarian composers of the period after the Compromise (1867) represented, with a few

exceptions, neo-romantic, popular music trends, dominated by the demands of the unassuming middle-

class tastes and Viennese bourgeois mediocrity. They did use Hungarian folkish melodic inspiration —

the gypsy-ornamented operetta variety.

Karoly Goldmark (1830-1915) who was of Jewish extraction, studied in Vienna. His first works

show marked Wagnerian inspiration, such as the opera “Queen of Sheba.” His orchestral compositions,

such as the “Rustic Wedding Symphony7’ show the inspiration of Magyar folk music and remarkably

modern orchestration.

Similarly, Ede Poldini’s light opera, “Carnival Wedding”, uses many Hungarian folk motifs in a

rather Wagnerian frame.

The light-hearted operetta became the most popular form of musical entertainment of this era.

Vienna, the “capital of the operetta”, influenced the Hungarian composers of this genre at the beginning of

their careers.

Imre Kalman (1882-1953) composed in Vienna, Paris and then, at the end of his life, in the U.S.

He always emphasised his Hungarian roots and wished to be known as Hungarian. The Magyar popular

tunes are noticeable in his most popular operettas, such as the “Gypsy Princess”, “Countess Marica” and

the “Circus Princess".

Ferenc Lehar (1870-1948), the best known of the Hungarian operetta composers, freed himself

from Vienese influence at an early stage and created an individual type of operetta of a rather

philosophical style, often melancholic, with themes ranging well beyond that of the popular operetta of the

period. Lehar placed the plot of each operetta in a different country and attempted — with success in

most cases — to recreate the musical atmosphere of that country. “Gypsy Love” was a gift to his native

Hungary. The action of “The Merry Widow”, "the most successful operetta of all times”, is placed in the

tiny principality of Montenegro, “Frasquita” in Spain, “Paganini” in Italy, “Frederica” in Germany etc. The

Hungarian public’s favourite, “The Land of Smiles”, places its romantic-melancholic plot in China.



Jeno Huszka (1875-1960), popular operetta and film-music composer, used many folk-inspired

tunes in his compositions. His mellow, sweet, uncomplicated operettas, such as “Prince Bob” and

“Baroness Lily”, became very popular with the urban audiences in Hungary.

Pongrac Kacsoh (1873-1923) made his fame by composing the most popular operetta of

Hungary: “John the Hero”, based on Petofi’s folk-tale epic of the same title. Entirely unknown abroad, the

operetta uses popular “Magyar song” inspiration in its pleasant, sentimentally-patriotic songs, the

favourites of two generations.

Akos Buttykay and Pal Abraham represent more international styles. Abraham’s “Victoria and her

Hussar” is better known in Germany than in Hungary.

The prosperous middle classes of Hungary at the turning of the century expected unpretentious,

sentimental musical entertainment of a romantic-patriotic nature. This soothing, mellow music was

presented to them by the popular operettas and by the so-called “Magyar song” of the period: gay or sad

melodies usually presented by popular singers, accompanied by the ubiquitous gypsy orchestras. The

combination of mellow song and gypsy music provided the urban audience with suitable moods to fall in

or out of love, to forget or remember, to feel despondent or exuberant by. The moods created were flex-

ible and the gypsy orchestras could easily be induced (for a slight consideration) to change the mood,

rhythm and atmosphere at the whim of the audience. The melodies and texts of these popular “Magyar

songs” were written and composed by urban song-writers (Pista Danko, Lorant Frater, Arpad Balazs and

many others).

The search for a true Hungarian musical expression

Some XXth century composers demonstrated a more genuine and critical approach to a new

Hungarian musical style. Their understanding and interpretation of Magyar music was deeper and their

contribution to the development of an independent, folk-music inspired Hungarian music complemented

and supported Kodaly’s and Bartok’s efforts.

Leo Weiner (1885-1960) presented Magyar folk music in its true nature (“Hungarian Folk

Dances”). His not too numerous compositions bear witness to a refined musical culture and romantic

charm (“Csongor and Tunde”: inspired by Vorosmarty’s epic).

Jeno Hubay (1858-1937) was a violin virtuoso who became a professor, then director, of the

Budapest Academy of Music. He had a great impact on Hungarian musical education between the Wars.

He was a prolific composer with a refined taste and the ability to interpret Hungarian folk music themes in

a pleasing, unpretentious style (“Csarda Scenes”, “Lavotta’s Love”). Some of his operas and symphonies

show Italian inspiration (“The Violin Maker of Cremona”, “Dante”).

Erno Dohnanyi (1877-1960), composer, piano virtuoso, professor and director of the Academy of

Music, presents elegant, romantic themes in modern orchestration and melodic structures with a marked



Magyar folk-music inspiration (“Ruralia Hungarica”). His ballet-pantomime, “Pierette’s Veil  and his “Varia-

tions on a Nursery Song” are still popular concert pieces.

Bela Bartok

He was born in Transylvania in 1881. While studying at the Budapest Academy of Music, Bart6k

became aquainted with Zoltan Kodaly and the two began studying and collecting Magyar folk music by

travelling to remote Hungarian villages. Later Bartok extended his folk-music studies to other nations. For

a while he was professor at the Academy, then gave up his chair in order to concentrate on composing

and performing as a concert pianist. In the 1930s he and Kodaly were commissioned to collect, transcribe

and edit the nation’s folk music. He went to the U.S. in 1940 and remained there during the war. He died

in 1945 without returning to his homeland.

Bartok and Kodaly published their first Magyar folk-song collection in 1906. Bartok’s

preoccupation in researching and evaluating his nation’s folk music has left its mark on his compositions:

Magyar inspiration remained at the root of his otherwise original and unique creations. He wrote many

arrangements, transcriptions and variations of folk themes. In many cases he rearranged the original

melody and extended it into an original art form, at times by projecting the new style folk song back into

an original, old type (pentatonic) structure. He also created music which was both his original composition

and indistinguishable from folk music: the result of complete assimilation of folk culture, similar to Peto’fi’s

“folk poetry”.

This fusion of folk inspiration and his original genius created music which struck the audiences as

harsh, even raw, ultramodern and certainly original. His simple basic themes were accompanied by

disharmonic decoration. The result was a unique. Hard-to-understand philosophical music.

His compositions include a great number of piano solos and duos  (“Mikrokosmos”,  “Allegro

Barbaro”),  several piano concertos and piano sonatas. His string quartets are said to be “the most

important contribution to chamber music since Beethoven” (Sir Malcolm Sargent). Orchestral

compositions, such as “Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta” and “Divertimento” are among his

most often performed works.

Bartok’s only opera,  Prince Bluebeard’s Castle” is based practically on two solos and is therefore

very difficult to perform. The two ballets, “The Wooden Prince” and “The Miraculous Mandarin”, are more

often seen.

Bartok was a true Hungarian humanist: his love for his nation blended with his love for all his

fellow humans. He appreciated the art of people everywhere and he gained his inspiration from the folk

music of the neighbouring Central European peoples as well as from folk cultures of other continents. His

musical expression, built on themes of eastern inspiration used western harmonies in a classic synthesis

of East and West.



ZoItan KodaIy

Kodaly was born at Kecskemet, in the heart of the Great Plain (1882). During his student years at

the Budapest Academy of Music he began studying and collecting Magyar folksongs with Bela Bartok.

His career as a composer began in 1906 with a work of Hungarian folk inspiration. He was professor of

the Academy for a long time but continued his folk-music research. After World War I he became

interested in choral compositions and noticed the educational possibilities of vocal music. He found that

choral singing was a practical and inexpensive vehicle of musical culture, capable of reaching even the

poorest and remotest villages.  In his role as the nation’s foremost musical educator, Kodaly realised the

cultural importance of the study, identification and evaluation of true Magyar folk music. The Hungarian

Academy of Sciences has co-ordinated and financed the task of folk-music collection since the 1930s.

Thus today the “Folk Music Research Institute” of the Academy possesses the recordings of some

100,000 folk melodies.

Kodaly expounded his educational principles and folk music evaluations in scores of articles and

books. He died in Budapest in 1967.



His rich collection of choral works includes the “Szekely Spinnery”, a colourful operatic tableau of

Szekely songs and ballads (1932), the various collections of regional and children’s songs and dances

with or without orchestral accompaniment (“Matra Pictures”, “Kallo Double Dance” etc.) and the numerous

religious folk songs, along with his original choral compositions to classic Hungarian poetry.

In his orchestral compositions Kodaly retains the traditional melodic elements, such as the

popular “toborzo” (“verbunk”) type motifs. His “Dances” are collections of orchestral variations of regional

dances (“Galanta”, “Marosszek”). The “Peacock Variations” present an orchestral paraphrase of an old

folk song.

Among his more original and individual creations, the “Psalmus Hungaricus” (1923), a choral

oratorio based on a XVIth century Hungarian psalm, established his reputation in Hungary, while ‘Hary



Janos”, a; comic opera based on the tales of a village story-teller (1926), became the favourite of national

and international concert programmes, especially the “Hary Janos Suite”, with its pleasing, emotional

rhythms and folk-music inspired melodies. The “Concerto for Orchestra” (1939) is, in its more abstract

form, a modern symphonic treatment of Magyar folk tunes. Kodaly’s last orchestral creation, “Symphony”

(1961) constitutes practically an apotheosis of the Magyar folk song.

Kodaly treated many religious themes often connected with Hungarian historical events, such as

the “Budavar Te Deum” (1936) on the anniversary of Buda’s liberation from the Turks and the “Missa

Brevis”, composed during the capital’s siege by the Russians in 1944.

The so-called Kodaly method (Kodaily concept), is the basic philosophy of musical education

which aims at the developing of the very young (pre-primay) child’s musical ability by using singing as the

first activity with solmization (solfege) as the vehicle of vocal music teaching. This musical “alphabet”

(solfege) is impressed into the child’s memory by hand signals and then by visual notation. The content of

the first exercises is the Magyar folksong (this “classical music par excellence”, as Kodaly put it). This

awakens the child’s musical imagination and enables him to distinguish the separate tones of the

pentatonic and, later, the western scales. Kodaly’s emphasis on early musical education reaches back to

the classic Greek concept of the educational importance of music. Thus the “Kodaly concept” becomes a

universal, classic-humanistic educational principle, easily adapted to any national education system, as is

the case in many advanced countries today.


